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BURMA 20 YEARS ON: HUNGRY AS EVER FOR
DEMOCRACY
Twenty years after brutally suppressing the inspiring 8888 uprising, Burma’s military regime, the State
Peace and Development Council (SPDC) has run the country’s infrastructure into the ground and
squandered its natural resources. Instead of investing in the development of Burma, the regime has
focused national resources almost entirely on the military, doubling the size of the army and
undertaking a spending spree on weapons. Even while the regime pursued its fake “roadmap to
democracy”, it oversaw sharp increases in drug production, displacement, disease, and other threats to
human security in Burma and Asia.
AUGUST 8, 1988
In September 2007, the people of Burma took to the streets to call for the end of brutal repression,
economic exploitation, and the impoverishment of a country gifted with natural wealth and talented
peoples. The regime’s sham constitutional referendum, meant to consolidate its hold on power, cannot
camouflage the steep decline in economic and social conditions.
Burma’s neighbors, and the international community, must work with genuine commitment to support
concrete solutions that involve all key stakeholders. Governments of Asia and the world must no longer
allow their goodwill to be manipulated by the regime. Burma’s descent into greater instability must no
longer be tolerated, for the sake of its people and the people of this region.
Misspent wealth
•
•
•
•
•

The SPDC has devastated the country’s human infrastructure and squandered its natural resources.
Burma has the world’s 10th largest reserves of natural gas1 and receives an estimated US$150
million a month in revenues from gas exports.2
The Shwe gas project will earn the junta’s generals between US$580 and $824 million per year
when completed.3
In September 2007, Transparency International ranked Burma as the world’s most corrupt country,
alongside Somalia.4
The SPDC has made massive investment into the military. It spent at least US$1.69 billion
importing military goods from China between 1988 and 2006.5

Rampant inflation and multiple exchange rates
•
•
•

By the end of 2007, Burma’s inflation rate reached 50%. This was up from an already crippling
20% in 2006.6 In the aftermath of cyclone Nargis, rice prices doubled again.7
The regime perpetuates an illogical dual exchange rate, with 6.23 kyat to US$1 at the official rate,
and a black market rate that has fluctuated between 1,100 and 1,350 kyat to US$1.
The junta has manipulated the exchange rate to steal more than US$10 million from cyclone Nargis
aid.8
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Getting hungrier
•
•
•
•

It 2007, it was reported that 90% were living on less than $1 per day.9
Shortly before the fuel price hikes of August 2007, average household incomes in Burma were
around US$1.10, but the average cost of feeding a household was $1.15.10
Before cyclone Nargis, the population in the Irrawaddy delta was already suffering from hunger
with statistics that showed an estimated 30% chronic and 9% acute malnutrition.11
Villagers in Arakan and Chin States recently fled to Bangladesh and India because of food
shortages.

Disastrous health
•
•

•

The regime allocates 40% of its annual budget to military spending but less than 3% to health and
education a situation that has caused the collapse of human services.
Former UN Humanitarian Coordinator to Burma Charles Petrie described the ongoing humanitarian
crisis in Burma as the result of the junta’s ill-informed and outdated socio-economic policies, lack
of public expenditure, and uncompromising attitude towards the NLD, pro-democracy, and ethnic
groups.12
In conflict areas of Eastern Burma, war, poverty and the collapse of infrastructure has led to a
situation where basic health indicators mirror those of the worlds worst disaster zones of
Afghanistan and Sudan.13

Killing the children
•
•
•

Burma has an estimated 70,000 child soldiers, the highest number in the world.14
Burma has the second worst child mortality rate in Asia, after Afghanistan. Between 100,000 to
150,000 children under-five years of age die every year and most of the deaths are from preventable
diseases. 15
In Eastern Burma, 20% of children die before their fifth birthday. Nearly half of the deaths are from
malaria.16

Political prisoners
•
•
•

In June 2008, Burma had 1,900 political prisoners.17 This is a 65.2% increase from July 2007, when
there were 1,150 political prisoners in Burma. 18
Since June 2007, 60 people have died in custody - including 16 political prisoners. 19
Since 1988, 137 political prisoners have died in custody.

Forced Labor
•

Despite having ratified the International Labor Organization (ILO) Convention 29 on forced labor,
the regime engages in systematic forced labor abuses. The forced labor situation in Burma has not
improved since the ILO first addressed the issue in November 2000.20
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•
•

The regime forces civilians, including women, children and the elderly, to serve as military porters,
act as human mine detectors, and work on infrastructure projects involving the construction of
roads, dams, railroads, and military barracks with little or no pay.
Reporting forced labor practices has resulted in the persecution, arrest, and the detention of the
complainant.

Drugs
•
•
•

Burma continues to be the main opium producer in Southeast Asia and the second largest opium
producer in the world.
In 2007, opium poppy cultivation in Burma increased by 29%.21
Burma is also the top producer of amphetamines in Southeast Asia. In 2004, Burma produced
approximately 700 million amphetamine tablets - about 7.5% of total global manufacture.

The world’s longest running war
•
•
•
•

The ongoing military attacks in Eastern Burma are part of the world’s longest-running war.
Over the last year, the SPDC Army deployed 85 new battalions in Karen State.22 There are 273
SPDC Army battalions (more than 30% of the Army’s battalions nationwide) in Eastern Burma.23
The current offensive displaced 76,000 people in 2007,24 causing 25,000 people to face starvation.25
Burma has one of the world’s 10 worst displacement situations.

Refugees
•
•
•

Burma is the world’s third largest source of refugees after Afghanistan and Iraq.
Between 1995 and 2005, the flow of refugees has increased up to 800% in Burma’s neighboring
countries as a result of the military regime’s widespread and systematic human rights abuses,
military offensives, religious and ethnic persecution.
In the last year, the number of Burmese refugees in Thailand alone increased a further 3% to
138,970. 26
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